Clinical text, such as clinical trial eligibility criteria, is largely underused in state-of-the-art medical search engines due to difficulties of accurate parsing. This paper proposes a novel methodology to derive a semantic index for clinical eligibility documents based on a controlled vocabulary of frequent tags, which are automatically mined from the text. We applied this method to eligibility criteria on ClinicalTrials.gov and report that frequent tags (1) define an effective and efficient index of clinical trials and (2) are unlikely to grow radically when the repository increases. We proposed to apply the semantic index to filter clinical trial search results and we concluded that frequent tags reduce the result space more efficiently than an uncontrolled set of UMLS concepts. Overall, unsupervised mining of frequent tags from clinical text leads to an effective semantic index for the clinical eligibility documents and promotes their computational reuse.
Introduction
Parsing clinical eligibility text is important to leverage the reuse of clinical information for automatic decision support [1, 2] . Following this assumption, various methods and techniques have been recently developed to transform clinical trial protocol text into computable representations that can benefit automated tasks (e.g., classification, clustering, discovery [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). Several efforts specifically focused on clinical trial eligibility criteria, which define the characteristics that a research volunteer must possess to qualify for a clinical trial study. Some of these techniques index eligibility criteria using template-based semantic patterns or formal ontologies (e.g., [10, 11] ), whereas others extract from the text terms covered by the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) lexicon [12] (e.g., [13] ). Nevertheless, eligibility criteria generally remain as free text and underused in modern computational tasks such as search. As an example, ClinicalTrials.gov [14] does not process the eligibility criteria text when ranking trials in response to user queries [15] . A major reason is that a standardized and widely accepted parser for clinical trial eligibility criteria is not yet defined [16, 17] .
The indexing methods proposed in the literature generally parse each clinical trial separately without considering textual similarities among them. This results in an ever-expanding index with high dimensionality and high likelihood of presenting too specific, redundant, or irrelevant concepts for individual documents, which is not amenable for automated processing. To address this issue, we propose an alternative approach based on cross-processing eligibility criteria from multiple studies to mine a finite vocabulary of tags frequently shared by these trials, thus serving as a semantic index for eligibility text. 1 In the information retrieval literature, the problem of document indexing and tagging has been robustly studied in different application scenarios as well as in terms of information theory [18] [19] [20] [21] . Tags are generally used in exploratory retrieval, in which users engage in iterative cycles of document refinement and exploration of new information (as opposed to standard free-text retrieval). A controlled vocabulary of tags defines an interpretative layer of semantics over the text and its parsed representation, and generally leads to more effective retrieval than uncontrolled annotations [22] . For example, the use of a controlled vocabulary benefited different text search applications (e.g., [23] [24] [25] [26] ) as well as multimedia retrieval (e.g., [27, 28] ).
We hypothesize that (1) an unsupervised, fully automated data mining approach applied to the clinical trial repository can produce a finite set of tags that is frequently shared among all trials and (2) these frequent tags can lead to a general and stable index of eligibility text, which can leverage the automated processing of clinical trials. This method is potentially superior to other approaches by balancing and minimizing the sparseness of the index and increasing efficiency and specificity of retrieval operations [29] . Moreover, because of their high frequency, tags extracted from the text are likely to be more generic and intuitive than independent annotations, and therefore might be also more effective in helping users with interactive tasks [30] .
The original contribution of this article is three-fold: we (1) present a novel method for mining a controlled vocabulary of frequent tags from clinical eligibility text; (2) apply this method to ClinicalTrials.gov and report statistics on tag distributions; and (3) propose to evaluate the effectiveness of frequent tags at filtering clinical trial search results when there is no gold standard available for comparing these tags against. Fig. 1 depicts the proposed tag mining approach. First, the eligibility criteria in the repository are processed to extract potential tags individually. Then, only the tags meeting the frequency threshold are retained, post-processed, and used to index the trials.
Material and methods

Mining frequent tags
Eligibility text is often divided into two sections, one specifying whom to include (inclusion criteria) and the other whom to exclude (exclusion criteria). It might be listed explicitly and separately in a tabular format or expressed together as a general and vague text. Fig. 2 provides two examples of eligibility criteria with different structures, one tabular and the other free text. Classifying a criterion as inclusion or exclusion is straightforward when the division is explicitly reported, but more difficult when that division is implicit, since inclusion and exclusion criteria can be expressed in different ways. However, because tags are meant to identify high-level general concepts shared among clinical trials, the mining process can just focus on extracting tags regardless of their classification.
Eligibility text processing
The algorithm to process the eligibility criteria of a clinical trial relies on basic text processing techniques [31] . First, each criterion is automatically annotated with a part-of-speech (POS) tagger, defined in the Natural Language Toolkit [32] , to identify the grammatical role of each word. In this application, the grammatical role of a word will be used only for noise reduction (e.g., to remove tags composed by only, e.g., verbs, adverbs); for this reason, we favored a general well-established solution rather than a more domain-related one [33] . The text is then processed to remove special characters and punctuation and to build all the possible n-grams (i.e., continuous sub-sequences of n words).
2 N-grams composed of only English stop words or irrelevant grammatical structures are removed. Lastly, each n-gram is matched against the UMLS Metathesaurus and retained only if at least one substring of it is a recognizable UMLS concept. Moreover, we considered only those UMLS concepts appearing in semantic categories most relevant to the clinical trial domain [34] (i.e., 27 different semantic types out of 136, including, e.g., ''Disease or Syndrome'', ''Individual Behavior'', ''Finding'') in order to reduce the number of extraneous tags. As an example, ''malignancy within the past 5 years'' is considered a valid n-gram because at least one word, ''malignancy'', is present in the part of the UMLS lexicon considered, even if the entire sentence is not. 3 Each n-gram term found in the UMLS lexicon is also normalized according to its preferred Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) in order to reduce the sparseness of the concepts. Using the CUIs also enables the handling of synonyms, since similar concepts are aligned to the same preferred term because of the UMLS specification (e.g., ''atrial fibrillation'' and ''auricular fibrillation'' are both mapped to ''atrial fibrillation''). This allows defining a vocabulary possibly composed by semantically unique tags. After this process, each clinical trial's eligibility criteria are summarized by a set of UMLS CUI-based ngrams representing the criteria's relevant concepts.
Frequent tag selection
Given a repository of clinical trials and their n-gram-based representations, the set of tags is obtained by retaining the n-grams Fig. 1 . Overview of tag mining and clinical trial eligibility criteria indexing. 2 We used n-grams with lengths ranging from 1 to 10. In fact, we observed in preliminary experiments that tags longer than 7 words were unlikely to appear frequently. Therefore, we used 10 as maximum length to handle potential outliers. 3 If the regular UMLS lexicon were used, the previous example ''malignancy within the past 5 years'' would have had three terms correctly matched (i.e., ''malignancy'', ''past'', and ''years'').
appearing in a minimum number of documents (i.e., R). The list of frequent tags is then post-processed to remove noise and duplicates. First, we discarded irrelevant tags based on the nestedness information, i.e., the frequency of a tag being a subsequence of longer tags. To this aim we used the C-values [35, 36] . These coefficients represent the nestedness degree of a string combining its total frequency in the collection, its length, its frequency as part of longer strings, and the number of these distinct longer strings. A low C-value indicates that a string is highly related to its superstrings. Therefore, we discarded substrings with low C-values because most likely related to longer tags and, hence, without a relevant meaning as standalone terms (e.g., ''coronary artery'' was discarded by the presence of ''coronary artery diseases''). 4 Second, we removed tags appearing too frequently because they were generally not useful to distinguish trials. To do this, we weighted the relevance of each tag in the collection through the Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) metric [37] and removed tags with an IDF value of at least 4 standard deviations lower than the mean (this removes about 5% of tags). Examples of highly frequent tags that were discarded are ''primary'', ''doctor'', ''patient'', and ''written consent form''. The remaining tags define the controlled vocabulary to index the clinical eligibility text.
Indexing eligibility text
At indexing time the eligibility criteria of each clinical trial in the repository were parsed with the method described in Section 2.1.1 and only the n-grams included in the controlled vocabulary were retained. The collection of all tag-based representations builds the eligibility criteria index that can be exploited to improve the computational reuse of clinical trials.
At this time, tags can also be embedded with contextual details inferred from the text (e.g., role, temporal definition, numerical validity ranges, negation) and related to their semantic type (e.g., ''condition'', ''laboratory result'', ''finding'') as well as to the applicative scenario. As an example, in this study we considered characterizing tag role and possible negation (e.g., ''without breast cancer'') in the criterion to which they refer. Therefore, a tag that unambiguously refers to an inclusion or exclusion criterion is prefixed with ''ic'' or ''ec'' respectively (e.g., when criteria are clearly listed in tabular format); conversely, a more ambiguous tag is prefixed with ''nt'' (i.e., ''no type'') to indicate that its classification cannot be deduced from text. Similarly, when a tag appears as negated in a criterion sentence, the ''NOT'' prefix is added to it in the tag-based representation. To do this, we applied NegEx, a widely used regular expression algorithm that implements several phrases indicating negation, filters out sentences containing phrases that falsely appear to be negation phrases, and limits the scope of the negation phrases [38] .
In addition, we considered tags related to age and gender differently from all the others in order to reduce the sparseness of the information (e.g., female gender could be expressed as ''woman'', ''women'', ''female'' in the trials). So, when age or gender details are identified in eligibility criteria, we mapped them to regular standard patterns, such as, ''gender = male'', ''minimum age = 18'', ''maximum age = 70''.
Last, Table 1 reports a sample of four clinical trials from ClinicalTrials.gov represented by their tags.
Evaluation
We used all 137,889 clinical trials available on the ClinicalTrials.gov repository as of December 2012. Evaluation of algorithms for eligibility criteria indexing poses difficulties due to the lack of 4 The numeric scale of the C-values is related to the size of the corpus on which they are computed. Therefore for generalizing the filtering algorithm, we normalized this value according to the size of the collection, and we discarded tags appearing at least 70% of the time as substring.
well-established gold standards. In addition, the use of manual reviewers introduces subjectivity and is labor-intensive and error-prone. With these considerations, we propose an evaluation framework aimed at showing (1) statistics on how the tags apply to the data repository and (2) the benefits introduced by the frequent tags in one of the potential applicative scenarios (e.g., filtering clinical trial search results).
As a baseline, we used a tool annotating independently each eligibility criterion with its UMLS concepts [13, 39] ; we refer to this method as ''UMLS-only'' tagging. The latter was based on the algorithm described in Section 2.1.1 (i.e., n-gram filtering according to: UMLS lexicon, 27 UMLS semantic categories, grammar properties, etc.) to process each clinical trial independently. Using C-value analysis, we discarded irrelevant substrings within each trial representation as well. Similarly to Section 2.1.2, we also removed highly frequent but not discriminative tags across the collection based on their IDF value. Last, UMLS-only annotations were embedded with contextual details as in Section 2.2.
Tag distribution
We evaluated the size of the controlled vocabulary and the distribution of tags in the eligibility criteria index according to different values of R (i.e., minimum percentage of trials in the collection in which a tag must appear to be considered frequent). We also analyzed the differences among vocabularies obtained from different sized corpuses of trials. This evaluates the risk the tags becoming out-of-date, a common problem of controlled vocabulary-based approaches. 5 To do this, we measured the percentage of tags in common between vocabularies mined using subsets composed of N random trials and the tags mined using the entire collection. To generalize the results, for each value N, we performed three analyses based on different randomly sampled corpuses of trials and reported their average results. 
Tags to filter clinical trial search results
As one of the potential applicative scenarios, we propose to apply the controlled vocabulary to filter the results of a clinical trial search engine. The idea is that tags can be suggested to the users to reduce the results achieved by initial general searches not processing the trial eligibility text information. To do this, we used 50 different conditions (available in Appendix A) linked to more than 1,000 trials from ClinicalTrials.gov as queries and conducted simple searches (i.e., each search returned more than 1,000 trials). We used a controlled vocabulary of 115 tags mined from the entire ClinicalTrials.gov repository with R = 3% (''cvocab-3.0''), i.e., a tag had to appear in at least 4,137 trials to be considered frequent (see Appendix B).
First, for each query, we considered the five most frequent tags in the resulting documents and used them for query expansion (i.e., adding one of these tags to the initial query). We measured the percentage of resulting documents that were discarded when expanding the query with an additional tag (''document reduction rate''). Second, we performed an experiment showing that it is feasible to reduce the initial search resulting documents to a manually reviewable list by selecting a limited number of tags. We envisioned an applicative domain where the list of the ten most frequent tags in the resulting set is shown beside the rank list for further filtering based on eligibility criteria. These tags are updated dynamically at every user selection according to the remaining trials. For each of the 50 query conditions, we performed 500 distinct simulations (i.e., a total of 25,000 experiments) based on random tag selections to filter the result sets until only one trial remained. We evaluated the number of tags required to reach a preset threshold for the resulting documents (i.e., at most 3, 5, 10, 20, or 50 trials).
Results
In the tables presented in the following sections, the symbol (⁄) after a numeric value denotes that the difference between the proposed approach and UMLS-only is statistically significant at the 5% level. Table 2 reports number of tags and document coverage (i.e., percentage of trials represented by at least one tag over the entire collection) for controlled vocabularies mined from the ClinicalTrials.gov repository using different values of R. Values of R < 1% lead to a higher number of tags and likely noisier vocabulary, while values between 1% and 5% achieve an acceptable number of tags (i.e., between 100 and 500), defining a more compact index. However, R does not affect the document coverage obtained by the controlled vocabulary, which approaches the result achieved by UMLS-only with about 30,000 tags. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of tags across clinical trials (i.e., how many trials have been assigned with a certain number of tags). Again, the value of R affects the number of tags assigned to the trials, with the controlled vocabulary generally obtaining more compact indexes than UMLS-only. This is manifested by the longer 
Tag distribution statistics
NCT00004997
Leucovorin for the Treatment of 5q Minus Syndrome gender = both, nt:NOT ecog performance status, nt:NOT finding of platelet count, nt:NOT gravidity, nt:NOT hiv infections, nt:NOT leukemia, nt:NOT pharmacologic substance, nt:NOT pharmacotherapy, nt:NOT skeletal bone marrow, nt:NOT transplantation 5 A controlled vocabulary becomes out-of-date when it is not able to represent the new documents added to a repository. In this case, tags fit the collection used for mining, but data are too various to define significant steady patterns and the new documents cannot be represented by the current vocabulary. 6 Random corpuses for each value of N were sampled without replacement whenever possible through all the experiments. However, given the limited number of trials available, random corpuses started to have a minimum overlap for values of N P 45,000.
tail present in the UMLS-only curve, which shows that several trials were indexed with a much larger number of tags (i.e., more than 150 tags) than the others, leading to a more dispersive representation.
Last, Fig. 4 shows the percentage of tags shared between vocabularies mined from sub-samples of N trials and those mined using the entire collection of trials for different values of R. As can be seen, when N P 40,000, the number of tags in common approaches 95% for most of the R values (i.e., R = 3-5%). This means that the controlled vocabulary is likely to remain unchanged despite the collection of trials used to mine its tags, and consequently it is unlikely to become out-of-date. Table 3 reports the percentage of search results discarded when expanding the query with an additional tag. Results also show the average reduction achieved expanding the query with any 2-tag combination of the top five tags considered. As can be seen, the index based on the controlled vocabulary leads to significantly improved search result reduction compared to UMLS-only approach. As an example of the applicative scenario, Table 4 compares the tags suggested from both approaches to three queries.
Effectiveness of tags to filter clinical trial search results
Tags were recommended including their classification as inclusion or exclusion criteria; we believe this scenario would be more useful for a user in refining the resulting set of trials. Moreover, it should be noted that the reduced set also includes the trials indexed with the chosen tag prefixed by ''nt'' (i.e., no type) in order to avoid losing relevant information. For example, if the tag recommended were ''ec:gravidity'', the filtered resulting sets would include the trials indexed with that tag as well as those indexed with ''nt:gravidity'', in order to include trials having ''gravidity'' used in ambiguous exclusion criteria. Similarly, refined results for the recommended tag ''nt:gravidity'' would include trials indexed with ''ec:gravidity'' and ''ic:gravidity'' as well.
Last, Table 5 reports the number of tags required to reduce the number of trials to a specified upper limit. For each query condition, we measured the minimum, maximum, and mean number of tags over the 500 random simulations, and we report the results averaged over all the queries. Again, cvocab-3.0 generally achieves significant better results than UMLS-only, enabling users to reduce the resulting document space with a minor number of operations.
Discussion
Experiments on ClinicalTrials.gov confirmed a few of our hypotheses. First, frequent tags are unlikely to change radically as the repository grows and hence do not need to be continuously updated. In fact, given the high overlap among tags obtained using sub-samples of the collection (see Fig. 4 ) and the continuous but not excessive release of clinical trials, 7 existing frequent tags are likely to represent most of the new coming trials as well. Second, frequent tags can index almost the same number of trials as uncontrolled UMLS concept-based annotations, yet using significantly fewer tags. Third, in addition to efficiency, the appropriate size of frequent tags permit a manual review of the tag list (e.g., to improve readability), which is impossible for the annotation method based on the much larger number of UMLS jargons. Table 2 Distribution of tags over the ClinicalTrials.gov repository. We compared controlled vocabularies mined using different values of R (i.e., 0.5%, 1%, 3%, 5%, referred as ''cvocab-R'') as well as tags from the UMLS-only approach. ''Tag Number'' is the number of tags in the vocabulary; ''Document Coverage'' is the percentage of documents in the collection represented by at least one tag. To demonstration the value of this approach with an example, we proposed to apply the controlled vocabulary-based index to filter clinical trial search results. Our choice of this particular application is motivated by the fact that state-of-the-art clinical trial search engines, such as ClinicalTrials.gov, do not process eligibility criteria for retrieval and often return overwhelming results when users issue insufficiently specific queries [15, 40] . As mentioned above, the lack of gold standards with which to compare tags precluded an information retrieval evaluation (e.g., precision and recall [31] ). This application-oriented evaluation framework establishes the benefits of using tags to filter search results which are known to be relevant for the user (because they were obtained through a search performed on a well-established clinical trial search engine, i.e., ClinicalTrials.gov). We focused on simple queries that might be issued by a non-expert user to create the ''worst case'' scenario. Consequently, the more specific the initial query, the fewer tags required by the filtering mechanism to reach a number of trials suitable for manual review. We believe that this evaluation framework might also benefit other researchers interested in tag-based index of clinical eligibility text.
Most alternative evaluation strategies require a manual rating process. A possible approach is the expert-based systematic review, which however could be subjective and thus error-prone and time-consuming. Similarly, other applications, such as clinical trial clustering based on eligibility similarity, could be considered for evaluation, but these too require a gold standard to measure the result quality (i.e., relevant judgments on the trial similarity).
A tag-based index of eligibility text can benefit different clinical trial technologies, in particular those oriented to search and browsing. As shown empirically, tags can be used to reduce the results of a free-text search. In this applicative scenario, tags could be provided to the users as either tag lists beside the search results (as envisioned in Section 2.3.2), tag clouds, or progressive questions. Regardless of the presentation format, tags summarizing eligibility criteria could help users to overcome the difficulties of querying conventional clinical trial search engines. Another potential application is efficient clustering of clinical trials to assist similarity searches (i.e., find trials with eligibility criteria similar to a query trial). This could benefit investigators designing new trials and seeking guidance from similar trials or patients looking for additional trials related to those for which they might be eligible.
Last, the controlled vocabulary could be paired with techniques that process eligibility criteria independently (e.g., [11] ). For example, in a search scenario, the frequent tags could be exploited for initial information filtering, whereas a more detailed representation adding a second degree of granularity could be used to suggest details more specific to the result context. This study has a few limitations. The proposed methodology aims at establishing a general framework to index clinical eligibility text with frequently used tags. Yet, the tag-mining step can probably be improved in several ways. For example, given the generality of the tags, unsupervised approaches for topic distribution could be exploited to leverage and integrate the controlled vocabularies (e.g., [26, 41] ). Moreover, tags are mined without considering their interrelationships. However, having a hierarchy of the tags would provide the user with information that might be more or less precise (e.g., ''breast carcinoma'' vs. ''carcinoma'') depending on the application. Given the limited size of the tag set, a manually created hierarchy could lead to the best results. Existing algorithms for automatic learning concept hierarchies from text (e.g., [42, 43] ) might be useful as well and should be considered in the future. Besides exploring the directions mentioned above, future research may also consider the application of the proposed methodology to mine tags from other types of medical texts, such as scholarly journals and clinical notes.
Conclusion
This paper contributes a method for detecting frequent tags from clinical trial eligibility text and a novel framework for Table 3 Query expansion to filter the results of a first search using a controlled vocabulary (R = 3%, i.e., ''cvocab-3.0'') and UMLS-only tags. Results are the percentage of trials discarded when tags are added to the query (i.e., ''Document Reduction Rate''). Experiments were performed adding either one tag taken from the 5 most frequent tags in the original result set or any two of these tags. Table 4 Example of the five most frequent tags (R = 3%, i.e., ''cvocab-3.0'') and UMLS-only annotations for 3 query-conditions.
Table 5
Search result filtering in terms of number of tags a user must click (from a set of 10 tags) to reduce the number of trials to a specified upper limit, averaged over 50 query conditions. For each query condition, we ran 500 distinct simulations based on random tag selections. The pool of tags to be chosen dynamically changed at every user selection with respect to the remaining trials. The controlled vocabulary was mined using R = 3, i.e., ''cvocab-3.0''. evaluating it. We conclude that frequent tags mined from eligibility criteria in our unsupervised fashion serve as an effective and efficient index for clinical trials, which can potentially benefit different tasks, such as search and clustering. Of note, we successfully applied the index for reducing the results returned by a stateof-the-art clinical trial search engine.
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